
JOB DESCRIPTION   
 

 
 

SHIFT LEAD 

WE TREAT OTHERS AS WE WOULD TREAT OURSELVES 

Spot On FroYo is about more than just yogurt (although we LOVE yogurt)… it is about loving the 
LC Valley!  We strive to provide amazing yogurt that our LC Valley family will love and to 
creatively incorporate toppings and twists that will bring a delight to those that visit our store.    
We are a team with high standards for yogurt!  We believe that our products should amaze even 
ourselves so that we can provide our customers with a treat to be ecstatic about!  By providing 
amazing products, creating a friendly environment and giving generously we love our 
community every day! 

We strive to treat our staff in the same manner, as we would want to be treated.  We value team 
collaboration in innovation and providing practical business education.  We want our staff to be 
as passionate as we are about the business and the community around us.  As a shift lead you 
are the interface with our customers and you make Spot On and great place to work and shop!    

CHARACTER TRAITS WE LOOK FOR 

RELIABLE  CHARITABLE  OUTGOING  ENTHUSIASTIC 
CLEAN   PROFESSIONAL DETAIL ORIENTED APPROACHABLE 
FRIENDLY  HARD WORKING FAST LEARNERS PROBLEM SOLVER 

QUALIFICATIONS 
 
Can work during afternoons and/or evenings    At least 16 years old 
Must be enrolled in high school or has graduated  
Has passed the Idaho Food Safety Exam prior to work 
Basic Math Abilities (may be required to pass an entry math exam) 

SALES DUTIES 
 
Design recipes and recipe display boards  
Runs cash register 

CUSTOMER SERVICE DUTIES 
 

Welcomes and interacts with customers    Uphold Food Safety Standards 

Communicates customer suggestions     

Fills toppings and yogurt machines 



JOB DESCRIPTION   
 

 
 

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
 

Trains other employees 

Assists with inventory management 

Assists with quality control from suppliers 

JANITORIAL DUTIES 
 

Yogurt Machine Care       Dishwashing 

Cleans bathroom 

Mopping & Sweeping 

 

If this sounds like an environment in which you could thrive, we’d love to hear from you!  

Please include answers to these questions with your resume: 

1. What is your favorite Spot On creation?   Please name it and give us the recipe. 
2. What are you most excited to do more of in your work-life? 
3. Describe a time when you put someone else’s needs before your own? 

 


